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• With rapid adoption of new technology by students, 

traditional approaches of connecting with them are 

becoming obsolete fast!

• Get the most out of your surveys and evaluations 

by:

– leveraging your existing IT infrastructure

– committing to accessibility

– adapting to student needs and habits

Reaching Out
KEY CHALLENGE



• Further your reach and increase response rate

• Reinforce your social image and mission

• Benefit from usability enhancements

• Comply with regulation

Accessibility
ALL FEEDBACK IS CREATED EQUAL

“Everybody interacts with the Web in different ways. … you've got

people who use different browsers, and people on mobile devices,

desktops, and laptops. We also have people with very different needs

in terms of screen resolution, font size, or color schemes. We have

people who don't perceive content visually at all; they may have a

visual impairment or may be entirely blind and use an audible

interface such as a screen reader or a tactile interface, which is a

Braille device. We've got people who can't use a mouse, for physical

reasons or because of a device they're using--maybe they have a touch

screen or use speech input and operate the computer that way.”

Terrill Thompson



• Permanent - blindness since birth, paraplegia …

• Temporary - broken arm, smoke filled room … 

• Acquired - ageing related, environment related …

• Societal - left handed, size …

Accessibility
DISABILITIES AND IMPAIRMENTS - TYPES

“People with a disability can face barriers

that make their lives harder. But there are

lots of things that can make life easier. I

have a vision impairment. Traffic signals

that make noise allow me to cross a road

by myself. Many streets now also have

bumps on the ground that can direct me.

They can also warn of danger. I was taught

to get around safely by myself using a cane.

I can also use computers thanks to tools

like screen readers. Disability can be

challenging. But I do not let my impairment

limit what is possible.”

Richard Kakol



• Consistent, predictable, intuitive navigation structure 

• Intuitive skip navigation for all form and report 
sections

• Browsing experience free of pop-ups, and plug-ins

• Heading markup used only to convey form structure

• Text equivalents provided for every non-text element

• Information conveyed with color understood without

• Color combinations give sufficient contrast

• Relative units are used for attribute values and style 
sheets (this allows users to zoom in/out)

Accessibility
DEMAND ACCESSIBLE DESIGN



• Do not expect students to adapt to what you have to 

offer; rather enhance offering to meet their needs:

– Paper/Braille

– PC, Mac, and Linux

– Desktop, laptop, or tablet computers

– iPhone, BlackBerry, or Android smartphones

– Windows Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox, Safari, and 

Google Chrome web browsers

– Any kind of internet connection, including high speed 

DSL, dial-up modem, or wireless

Accessibility
INCREASE YOUR REACH



• Rapid convergence towards a touch based smart mobile 
world:
– Nielsen report that 31% of US mobile phone owners have a 

smartphone as of December 2010, and expect smartphones to 
become the majority by the end of 2011

– eMarketer predicts that smartphone ownership will reach 43% of the 
US mobile population by 2015

– Gartner expects US sales of smartphones to grow from 67 million in 
2010 to 95 million in 2011, and become the highest-selling consumer 
electronic device category

– The Coda Research Consultancy predict global smartphone sales of 
some 2.5 billion over the 2010-2015 period, and also suggest that 
mobile Internet use via smartphones will increase 50 fold by the end 
of that period

– Morgan Stanley Research estimates sales of smartphones will 
exceed those of PCs in 2012

Mobility
SMART PHONE REVOLUTION



Mobility
SMART PHONE USAGE PATTERNS



Mobility
SMART PHONE USAGE PATTERNS



Mobility
ENHANCE STUDENT ENGAGEMENT

Want to communicate with today's college students? Forget e-mail

and instead send a text to their smart phones, suggests a study from

Ball State University. Smart phones now account for 49 percent of

mobile communication devices on college campuses, up from 38

percent in October 2009 and 27 percent in February 2009, according

to Michael Hanley, a Ball State journalism professor and director of the

university's Institute for Mobile Media Research. He has conducted 11

surveys of mobile device usage since 2005 that includes a total of

5,500 college students.

His latest research also found that GPS location-based services likewise

are growing based on smart phone ownership. About 77 percent of

smart phone owners have GPS location services on their phone.

However, only 37 percent use it to find the location of products and

services.

"In the next few years, I see smart phones saturating the collegiate

market, but at the same time, devices similar to the iPad will become

increasingly popular among young people," Hanley said. "College

students are the first to adopt new types of communication

technologies. I think the iPad and similar devices may change the way

they communicate yet again as the technology evolves."



• Security Options

– Central authentication

– Single Sign-on

– Federated SSO

Freedom
SHARING AND ACCESS

“They are the Facebook

generation,” said Bob Jones,

openlab director at CERN. “They

have little tolerance for barriers

and relics of the past. They want

to share data with whom they

want, when they want.”



• Rapid convergence towards the development of a 

virtual identity

Freedom
PAPER, EMAIL, KEYBOARD AND MOUSE ARE DYING BREEDS

“Next time a friend of yours calls up asking for their spare key, they may be looking for a Facebook

password.

On Thursday, Facebook began testing a tool called Trusted Friends. It lets a user specify between three

and five pals on the social network who can be counted on to pass along a special code if the user

somehow gets locked out of his or her account.”



• Offline surveys/evaluations

• Fast and personalized notifications

• Easier fillout experience - leverages native touch 

screen experience (browsers - mouse and click)

• Access to user information

Freedom
THINK TOUCH



• Why Federated works best

– Surveys accessible through any website

– Evaluations through portal, LMS or course pages

– Midterm reviews through LMS course pages

– Results accessible in alternate systems – registration, 

HR, portals …

Freedom
DIVERSIFY ACCESS TO SURVEYS AND EVALUATIONS

“Just as a passport enables a citizen to travel between countries with

an identifying document, an online federated system for researchers

will need to be as simple and secure.”



• At a time where many administrators are struggling with 

the decision to move away from paper, there should be 

genuine concern that as such a move is finally opted for, 

the divide between education institutions and students is 

too wide and a little steep.

• With such technology convergence, this may be an 

exciting opportunity for IR departments to push their 

mission forward and claim a pole position in today’s 

virtual world … one that may very well be taking over 

reality!

Looking Forward
THREATS AND OPPORTUNITIES



• Automate to the fullest to focus on strategic mission

• Share results widely and wisely

• Commit to continuous improvement – cascaded 

objective setting

• Include evaluation data in course registration process

• Link results to performance appraisals and development 

or reward for attendance – mid term reviews

• Stay in touch with your students forever - be informed, 

communicate, and involve

Looking Forward
“YOU MUST BE THE CHANGE YOU WANT TO SEE IN THE WORLD.” MAHATMA GANDHI





By making evaluation and survey forms available from your portal, 

you will increase response rates, raise the value of your portal, and 

ultimately enhance end user experience.

Thank you ☺☺☺☺



About eXplorance
USE BLUE THINK GREEN

• Location: Montreal, Canada

• Industry focus: Higher Education

• Evaluations, surveys, tests, voting, 360

feedback and performance appraisals

• Partners include: 

• Customers include: 


